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Problems with CIS Systems

● Conversational search is a less transparent setting that SERP-based 
interface

● Users are mostly not aware of the working mechanism of the system, 
its capabilities, and limitations

● Detecting hallucinations, factual errors, and/or biases in extremely 
difficult for users without knowledge about the topic
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What can go wrong?
● System may fail to find the response
● The response may be biased
● Only part of the answer may be found
● Summarization may introduce factual errors
● …
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Information Nuggets Identification



Dataset with Information Nuggets

● Problem setting: Conversational response generation 

○ It extends beyond passage retrieval + summarization

● Goal: snippet-level annotations of relevant passages, to enable

1. the training of response generation models that are able to ground answers 
in actual statements 

2. the automatic evaluation of the generated responses in terms of 
completeness

● Main contributions:

1. Crowdsourcing task design and protocol to collect high-quality annotations

2. A CAST-snippets dataset of 1.8k query-passage pairs annotated from the 
TREC 2020 and 2022 Conversational Assistance track 



CAsT-snippets Sample



CAsT-snippets Dataset Summary
371 queries, top 5 passages per query ⇒ 1855 query-passage pairs 
(each annotated  by 3 crowd workers)

● Data quality

○ Inter-annotator agreement exceeds even that of expert annotators

● Comparison against other datasets

○ More snippets annotated per input text; also, snippets are longer

Dataset Input text Avg. snippets length 
(tokens)

# snippets per 
annotation

CAsT-snippets Paragraph 39.6 2.3

SaaC [1] Top 10 passages 23.8 1.5

QuaC [2] Wikipedia article 14.6 1

[1] Pengjie Ren, Zhumin Chen, Zhaochun Ren, E. Kanoulas, Christof Monz, and M. de Rijke. 2021. Conversations with Search Engines: SERP-based Conversational Response Generation. ACM Transactions on Information Systems 39, 4 (2021), 1–29
[2] Eunsol Choi, He He, Mohit Iyyer, Mark Yatskar, Wen tau Yih, Yejin Choi, Percy Liang, and Luke Zettlemoyer. 2018. QuAC: Question Answering in Context. In Findings of the Association for Computational Linguistics: EMNLP 20 (EMNLP ’18). 2174–2184.



Challenges Identified

Challenges pointed out by the crowd workers that need to be addressed in 
conversational response generation:

● Only a partial answer is present 
● Temporal considerations

○ Spans may need to be excluded given the time constraints in the query
○ Assessing temporal validity can be challenging based on the paragraph alone 

(without larger context)

● Subjectivity of the passages originating from blogs or comments
● Indirect answers that require reasoning and background knowledge
● Determining the appropriate amount of context to include in each span

○ Balancing between being concise and being self-contained

● Determining whether the evidence or additional information is needed or an 
entity alone is sufficient as an answer
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Response Generation Challenges in CIS

● Problem setting: Response generation in conversational information-seeking 
(CIS) scenario

● Goal: investigating the ability of users to recognize pitfalls in CIS responses

● Research questions:

1. Can users effectively recognize the problem of query answerability and 
the problem of multiple viewpoints leading to response incompleteness 
in system responses?

2. How do inaccurate, incomplete, and/or biased responses impact user 
experience?

● Main contribution:

1. A novel methodology to study how users perceive query answerability and 
response incompleteness in CIS



Answerability Study
Query: I like hiking and Malbec 

wine. You mentioned some high 
peaks. How can I hike some high 

mountains and visit some wineries 
famous for Malbec?



Viewpoints Study
Query: What effects did the 
Watergate scandal have on 
President Nixon’s legacy?



Findings

● Quantitative analysis → users find it easier 
to identify problems with diversity and 
balance of viewpoints rather than factual 
errors and source validity in the responses

● Analysis of a user experience → 
self-reported overall satisfaction scores are 
not necessarily associated with the main 
response dimensions

● Qualitative analysis of free-text 
comments → credibility of the sources, as 
well as completeness, usefulness, and 
subjectivity of provided information impact 
the overall satisfaction of the users

⇒ simple source attribution is not enough to ensure effective interaction with the system
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Explainability for Transparent CIS

Research questions:

1. How does the quality 
of responses and 
explanations affect 
user-perceived 
response usefulness?

2. What are effective 
ways to provide 
explanations to users?



Conclusions about Explanations in CIS

1) We observe lower user ratings for noisy explanations.

2) We observe a significant effect of familiarity with the topic on response 
assessment.

3) Our study is not conclusive about the preferred way of presenting 
explanations to the user.

4) There is an effort-gain trade-off that needs to be taken into account when 
enhancing the response with additional information.



Thank you for your attention!

Questions?


